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Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized extensions. It not only covers the Visual Studio IDE but also provides you with an excellent reference when coding add-ins, macros, and extensions.    

    After a quick introduction of basic concepts, this book delves into the automation model and add-in development with the help of a case study, numerous examples, and sample code. You'll discover how to take advantage of the Add-in Wizard, manipulate solutions and projects, work with text in documents and programming code, create Tool Options Pages, and more. Next you'll gain an in-depth understanding of specific extensibility options including the Visual Studio Shell and Domain-Specific Languages Tools. After that, you will learn how to integrate your own functionality with Visual Studio with the help of VSPackage. You'll then be able to apply your knowledge to other extensibility points covered in different chapters, including debugger type proxies and visualizers, code snippets, templates, MSBuild, and macros to save time and money when developing applications.    

    What you will learn from this book      

	
        A quick overview of Visual Studio Shell and Domain-Specific Languages Tools      

    
	
        Techniques for creating, debugging, testing, and deploying your add-ins      

    
	
        Ways to work with user interface elements, Windows Forms, and controls via code in your add-ins      

    
	
        Steps for extending Visual Studio functionality using VSPackages      

    
	
        Tips for writing and managing code snippets to make your coding process easier      

    
	
        Using Visual Studio templates to save time when writing code for common projects      

    
	
        How to use MSBuild to write custom builds for Visual Studio and .NET applications      

    
	
        New techniques for recording, developing, debugging, deploying, and running macros      

    


    Who this book is for
    This book is for .NET developers who are interested in extending Visual Studio 2003, 2005 and 2008. It is also for programmers who want to write highly scalable applications quickly and efficiently.     

    Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.     

       About the Author
   

Keyvan Nayyeri is a software architect and developer who has a bachelor of science degree in applied mathematics. He was born in Kermanshah, Kurdistan, in 1984.
    Keyvan’s main focus is on Microsoft development technologies and their related technologies, such as markup languages. He also has a serious passion for community activities and open-source software. As a result, he has authored many well-known .NET communities and has published various articles and tutorials on them. He is also a team leader and developer for several .NET open-source projects, where he increases his knowledge in many areas, including writing code for special purposes. As an old ASP.NET developer, Keyvan is also a big fan and follower of Telligent products and holds an MVP award for Community Server as well. Before this book, Keyvan recently co-authored Wrox Professional Community Server (Wrox, 2007).
    

When he’s not writing code, he enjoys blogging, reading technical books, listening to music, and playing video games. You can check out his blog, which contains his thoughts about matters both technical and personal, at www.nayyeri.net.       
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More Servlets and JavaServer PagesPearson Education, 2001

	More Servlets and JavaServer Pages shows developers how to use the latest advances in servlet and JSP technology. A companion to the worldwide bestseller Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages, it starts with a fast introduction to basic servlet and JSP development, including session tracking, custom JSP tag libraries, and the use of the MVC...
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Speaking Like a State: Language and Nationalism in PakistanCambridge University Press, 2009
Alyssa Ayres' fascinating study examines Pakistan's troubled history by exploring the importance of culture to political legitimacy. Early leaders selected Urdu as the natural symbol of the nation's great cultural past, but due to its limited base great efforts would be required to make it truly national. This paradox underscores the importance of...
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The Practice of Macro Social WorkBrooks Cole, 2013

	Intended for those who want to make a difference in today's modern society, this comprehensive book explores the theory and methods in nine arenas of macro social work at the community, organizational, societal, and global levels of practice. THE PRACTICE OF MACRO SOCIAL WORK, Fourth Edition, challenges readers to use their concern,...
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A Casual Revolution: Reinventing Video Games and Their PlayersMIT Press, 2009
The enormous popularity of the Nintendo Wii, Guitar Hero, and smaller games like Bejeweled or Zuma has turned the stereotype of the obsessed young male gamer on its head. Players of these casual games are not required to possess an intimate knowledge of video game history or to devote weeks or months to play. At the same...
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HTML5: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you don't know about the new features available in HTML5, now's the time to find out. The latest version of this markup language is going to significantly change the way you develop web applications, and this book provides your first real look at HTML5's new elements and attributes.
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Textmate: Power Editing for the Mac (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
TextMate is a powerful tool for programmers, web designers, and anyone else who regularly needs to work with text files on Mac OS X.  TextMate focuses on pragmatic automation, which means it will save you time time that's always in short supply.  See how your lowly text editor can become a hard working member of your staff.
 TextMate is a...
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